
using social media to address
youth work's challenges



ABOUT THE TOOLBOX
AND THE PROJECT

This toolbox was developed during the project “TikTok…Time for Stories”, funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Commission

(2020-2-IT03-KA105-019384).

The project aimed at creating communication tools and strategies useful for those youth workers and organizations that want to use

social media as tools to actively involve young people – especially those with fewer opportunities – in social and educative activities. 

To achieve this goal, we implemented a Youth Exchange and a Training Course. The former aimed at analyzing, together with a group of

teenagers, the way in which they themselves use social media and the kind of narrations they use. The latter, instead, building on the

information collected during the Youth Exchange, aimed at providing youth workers and teachers with tools to create participatory

and effective social media campaigns, targeting young people.  

This toolbox aims at disseminating the results of the project, as well as the methodologies used during the training course, making them

available to a wider audience of people interested both at developing social media campaigns with and for young people, and to

implement projects on similar topics.
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YOUNG PEOPLE'S USE
OF SOCIAL MEDIA

Time 
for 
stories



SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE
WORLD AND EUROPE
is a big part of social and creative life for many people,
and especially for teenagers, children and young people. 

4.2 billion
(53.6%)

79%
2h25minutes

is a key tool for connecting and maintaining relationships,
being creative, and learning more about the world

1.2 billion
3 billion
1 billion

active users



43.4%

49.3%

43%

57%

can you 
guess

the gende
r

distributio
n?



The internet and social media in particular, play a ubiquitous
role in young people’s lives and is used by young people more
often and for more diverse reasons than by any other age
group

93%

79%

94%preferred
 platform

s?

Young people (14-22 years-old) are the main consumers
and users of social media worldwide.



narratives of young people on social media

visual  culture

video  culture
...and it's way more video-based than
imagd-based. Video has come to rule
the social media landscape. It’s a richer
form of content than just text or photos
and it’s more versatile as well.

which social media

satisfy these need
s?

in the cyberspace, communication is
driven by visuality. The new culture is
image-based and way less text-based.



18-24 years old

gender d
istribution

?

MORE OFTEN THAN ANY OTHER GROUP

31.2%
31% 14-17 years old

3h30minutes

9hours



FOR MORE DIVERSE REASONS

Social media are an extension of young people offline and face-
to-face interactions

there are 3 main reasons why young people use social
media nowadays.



have fun/entertainement

find information/educate themselves

share their interests



HAVE FUN/ENTERTAINMENT

Young people show more interest in
getting entertained than to use social
media to connect and stay in touch. 

The creators should give them
entertaining content that is not directly
related to what they offer.



SHARE THEIR INTERESTS

Young people are becoming more
individualistic and extroverted in the
way they approach social media.

The creators should keep in mind that any
experience on social media is user-
based: their needs, their fears, their
epectations



FIND INFORMATION/EDUCATE THEMSELVES

Young people seek any kind of
information on the internet, and also on
social media.

TikTok is little by little replacing YouTube
as source of information about any
topic. 

The creators should keep up this trustworthy
environment and use social media to deliver
true and authentic information.





more conscious about how 
social media affect their life

how do socia
l media affe

ct

young pe
ople life?

positive and negative effects 



worldcafe 
in small groups, let's have a talk about the positive and negative
effects (in your opinion) of social media on young people given

specific topics

activity

30/40 mn



Emotional state: Low self-esteem, insecurity, fear of missing out, cyberbullying, body-
shaming, self-absorption, depression and anxiety, procrastination and distraction

information: being exposed to inappropriate or upsetting content, and fake news,
OVERLOAD OF INFORMATION

physical state: lack of sleep or bad sleep, isolation, LACK OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, addiction

negative 
effects



low self-esteem/insecurity FOMO
Inadequacy about your life or
appearance. Even if you know that
images you’re viewing on social media
are manipulated, they can still make
you feel insecure about how you look
or what’s going on in your own life.

feelings that others are having more
fun or living better lives than you

are. The idea that you’re missing out
on certain things can impact your self-
esteem, trigger anxiety, and fuel even

greater social media use

cyberbullying/body-shaming
About 10% of teens report being bullied on
social media and many other users are subjected
to offensive comments. Social media platforms
can be hotspots for spreading hurtful rumors,
lies, and abuse that can leave lasting emotional
scars.

self-absorption
Sharing endless selfies and all your

innermost thoughts on social
media can create an unhealthy

self-centeredness and distance
you from real-life connections.

https://www.helpguide.org/articles/abuse/bullying-and-cyberbullying.htm


isolation anxiety
a high usage of Facebook, Snapchat,
and Instagram increases rather
decreases feelings of loneliness. 

Whenever we’re in a social situation and feel
anxious, awkward, or lonely, we turn to our

phones and log on to social media. 

depression
Human beings need face-to-face contact to be
mentally healthy. Nothing reduces stress and
boosts your mood faster or more effectively
than eye-to-eye contact with someone who
cares about you. The more you prioritize social
media interaction over in-person relationships,
the more you’re at risk for developing or
exacerbating mood disorders such as anxiety
and depression.

lack of sleep or bad
sleep

Check social media last thing at
night, first thing in the morning,

or even when you wake up in the
night? The light from phones and

other devices can disrupt sleep,
which in turn can have a serious

impact on mental health.

https://www.helpguide.org/articles/relationships-communication/dealing-with-loneliness-and-shyness.htm
https://www.helpguide.org/articles/depression/depression-symptoms-and-warning-signs.htm
https://www.helpguide.org/articles/sleep/insomnia-causes-and-cures.htm


lack of physical activity

upsetting contents

scrolling social media on their phones or other devices meant
that teens sat for longer periods of time and had less time
for exercise. As a result, they missed out on the beneficial
impact of exercise on mental health.

like mean, aggressive, violent or sexual
comments or images

information
social platforms can also encourage the spread
of wrong information and news majorly aimed
at ruining other peoples’ names or online
reputation

overload of
information

Social media content overload
refers to a scenario when

there's way too much
information about one

particular item on the
internet. Most of this

information is irrelevant and
may even pose some negative

effects to social media users.

https://www.newportacademy.com/resources/mental-health/sports-and-mental-health/




mental health and wellbeing: removing boundaries to develop connections,
strengthen relationships, a place to seek support, experiencing freedom and personal
expression, building relationships

information: collaborative learning, digital media literacy, campaigning for social
good, develop a positive digital footprint, gathering information

positive e
ffects





broaden connections and
understanding the world

removing boundaries to
develop connecitons

young people can learn and appreciate
different perspectives and worldviews to
better understand the world around them and
build up their knowledge on a range of topics.
With so many ideas shared across a number of
platforms, they can discover areas of interest
and use the platforms in an educational
capacity.

Social media removes the
boundaries of meeting and

maintaining people and forming
bonds beyond borders. For

example, for young people who may
have a disability or may not feel

they can connect with others within
their community, it can be a great
way to connect with other people

who share their ideas and interests.

digital media literacy
Develop communication and technical skills, learn
how to communicate online to prepare them for future
opportunities in the workplace and support them in
interacting with friends and family



strengthen relationships positive digital
footprintHaving access to family members who

may live miles apart of friends who
have moved from a local area can help
maintain relationships and allow
them to stay in touch and share
their lives with ease.

Young people can also use their accounts as
bespoke CVs to share their achievements,

showcase their talents and build a positive online
portfolio that can benefit them in later life.

a place to seek support
social media can be a place where they can seek
support if they are going through something that
they cannot talk to those close to them about.

campaigning for social
good

Social media can help young people
raise awareness of a particular cause

that they are interested in to have a
real-world impact on affecting change

where they want to see it.



freedom and personal expression
Digital technology is the perfect tool for channeling creativity
and personal expression. Whether young people enjoy
singing, writing, or acting, they can share these talents with
the world around them.

gathering information
Social media has become a source of
information and news for many teens. Once they
begin social networking, they can follow just
about anyone with a social media account. From
authors and athletes to celebrities, chefs,
nonprofit organizations, and magazines, they
are connected to all sorts of information. 

collaborative
learning

collaborative learning capitalises on
the resources and skills of others as a

method of education

building
relationships

young people believe social media
helps deepen friendships and are
more likely to equate their social

media use with positive emotions.



thanks forparticipating!

Time 
for 

stories



INTRODUCTION TO
SOCIAL MEDIA
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group ac
tivity

link formats 
to social media



story

a message, such as text or photos, or a combination of the
two

formats

reel
post

live

full-screen vertical videos that can be up to 90 seconds
long. They come with many unique editing tools and an
extensive library of audio tracks

a function in which the user tells a narrative or provides
status messages and information in the form of short, time-
limited clips from several automatically running sequences

a feature that lets you live stream, or broadcast video to
your followers in real-time



video
a tool that allows users and business pages to create
dedicated landing pages for their events

formats

event
guide
fundraiser

a video of variuos length that is usually framed
horizontally 

a curated collection of existing Instagram posts accompanied by
descriptions, commentary, recipes, similar to blog posts (place, product,
or chosen collection of posts)

a tool through which users and pages can raise money 
for the causes they care about



story-highlight
vertical-framed videos that can last 15s, 30s, 60s, 3m, or
10m and pertain only to TikTok for the variety of features
that distinguish the app

formats

tiktok

categorized Stories that have been
saved to a user's profile so they are
accessed beyond the 24 hours from
posting.



SOCIAL MEDIA
is a big part of social and creative life for many people,
and especially for teenagers, children and young people. 

4.2 billion
(53.6%) of users in the

world
79% of people in
europe use social
media actively2h25minutes

spent daily on
sm

is a key tool for connecting and maintaining
relationships, being creative, and learning more about
the world

what is soc
ial media?



Social media is an internet-based form of
communication.

allow users to have conversations, share
information and create web content

blogs, micro-blogs, wikis, social networking
sites, photo-sharing, instant messaging,
video-sharing sites, podcasts, and more

social media can be a valuable addition to
a communications strategy



is it useful to have social media?

On a personal level, social media allows you to communicate with friends
and family, learn new things, develop your interests, and be entertained.

On a professional level, you can use social media to broaden your
knowledge in a particular field and build your professional network by
connecting with other professionals in your industry.

At the company level, social media allows you to have a conversation
with your audience, gain user feedback, and elevate your brand.



is it useful for an organisation to have social media?

communicate, interact, build
relationships, grow
communities with like-
minded people, bring
people together, share
passions and interests,
build connections

let people know about your
reality, bring awareness,
share your values, show-off
your work to attract users,
find your niche, get people
care about your mission 

educate, inspire,
entertain your public
on the topics and
values that define
your reality





social media explained

a free social networking web
platform and app that promotes and
facilitates interaction between friends,
family and colleagues.

a free online photo&video-sharing
application and social network
platform that allows users to edit and
upload photos and short videos

a free short-live video sharing app
that allows users to create, watch, and
share 15-second+ videos shot on
mobile devices or webcams







target au
dience

Your target audience refers to the specific group of users most likely to want
your product or service, and therefore, the group of people who should see
your SM campaigns. Target audience may be dictated by age, gender,
income, location, interests or a myriad of other factors.

Understanding your target audience is vital. This information will define every marketing plan and strategy
you execute.

reach
the number of people who
have seen your content
through unpaid distribution

https://www.marketingevolution.com/marketing-essentials/media-planning


a different audience for each social media

Users ages 25-34 years represent
Facebook’s largest audience

73% of college-educated Internet users
are on Facebook

3 billion monthly active users

The users are more interested in
family&relationships, technology,
food&drink, business&industry,
hobbies&activities, shopping&fashion,
fitness&wellness

98.5% of users access via mobile
Two-thirds of users consume news
through Facebook



a different audience for each social media

25–34-year-olds make up the age group
with the most Instagram users at 31.2%

43% of Instagram users have a college
degree or higher; 37% lower

31% of Instagram users are 18-24
years old

99% of users access via mobile

The users are more interested in
fitness&wellness, shopping&fashion,
traveling, food&drink

https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/


a different audience for each social media

Those ages 10-19 are accounted for
25% of TikTok’s active users. Ages 20-
29 are 22.4% of users

100% of users access via mobile

TikTok

The users are more interested in pets,
beauty&personal care, apparel&
accessories

1/4 of TikTok users don't own a college
degree yet

https://www.statista.com/statistics/802776/distribution-of-users-on-instagram-worldwide-gender/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/802776/distribution-of-users-on-instagram-worldwide-gender/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/802776/distribution-of-users-on-instagram-worldwide-gender/


group ac
tivity

link the given persons to each social
media



specific audience

my organisation specific audience

Before identifying the social media
to be present and active on, we

should define the audience we want
to talk to



define yo
ur audie

nce

find your buyer personas
a research-based profile that depicts

a target customer/user 
 

a semi-fictional representation of
your ideal customer

Why is it important?
people naturally gravitate toward businesses/brands/realities they know and trust,
and the best way to build trust is to show genuine understanding and concern for
the other person

buyer personas help ensure that all activities involved in acquiring and serving your
users are tailored to the targeted buyer’s needs



Who are you?
BUYER PERSONA

message social media

example

your organisation reach the
right public

a company that
provides private

healthcare services
for children in

europe

make sure that
children 

can benefit from the
highest quality
healthcare cure

research



reasearch
quantitative
qualitative

based on the information that you already have about your
reality, youur environment, your community

working
mum Wendy

30-50 years old and european
an educated on-the-go woman that
uses online resources for every aspect
of her life
her busy work schedule makes her need a quick,
responsive solution when her children fall sick

she wants to
keep her
family
healthy

look at your 
competitors



age-range
geographics
interests
values
habits

Income or job title
Family or relationship status
Needs and aspirations
Problems and concerns
Which social media websites they use
Language
Favourite websites
Gender
How do your users spend their free time?
What issues do they care about? 
What are they doing online?
What problems are they trying to solve?
Do you know what interests them?
What would they find entertaining?
Which kind of information are they
looking for?

https://fabrikbrands.com/dedicated-social-media-marketing-strategy/


group ac
tivity

link to each message/mission 2 buyerpersonas

DEFINE 2 IDEAL USER(S) ON THE BASIS OF AGE-
RANGE, GEOGRAPHICS, INTERESTS, VALUES AND

HABITS



reel
story
post
live
guide
fundraiser

Teasing, pre-launch of new projects/products/services, behind-the-scene, tutorials,
testimonials , trends, cultural moments, what’s popular, collect feedback, collect
useful data, listen to your audience, ask question...
Brand awereness, behind-the-scene, testimonials, international days, share
your values...

Share your knowledge or competence, tell a story

Entertainment, share your knowledge, share your expertise, show your brand
personality... 

Raise money for a cause you care about

Share live streaming important moments of your reality, talk directly with your
public



tiktok

story

live Share live streaming important moments of your reality, talk directly
with your public, build trust with your public, answer to their
question...

Teasing, pre-launch of new projects/products/services, behind-the-
scene...

Use trends to deliver your product/service with entertainment,
share your knowledge, share your expertise, show what you do
behind-the-scene, show yourself to align with your audience, show
your brand personality, tell a story, share your values...



individua
l activity

pick up your format to deliver to yourbuyer personas

CHOOSE THE SOCIAL MEDIA, THE FORMATS AND
THINK ABOUT THE TOPICS TO DELIVER



thanks forparticipating!

Time 
for 

stories
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Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing,
videosharing and social networking service that
enables its users to take pictures and videos and
share them on a variety of social media networking
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and
Flickr

What is it

The name “Instagram” is a portmanteau of “instant
camera” and “telegram”



Users can upload photos and
various-duration videos
Instagram photos confine to a
square shape in Feed
Instagram Video posts can be
between 3 seconds and 10
minutes in length and turn directly
into Reels too
Frames and filters can be added
to photos and videos

Main functions
Hashtags are the

main searching tool
Each content is a
combination of

creative and copy
Stories are the most

popular content
Reels and posts are

the second-most
important content

 



homepage
+ button to add Post,
Notifications, DMs 
Stories
Scroll-down feature to see
contents
Home - Search bar - Reel - Shop -
Personal profile



search
Search bar on top (Top, Accounts,
Audio, Tag, Places)
Search for geolocalisation
Scroll-down feature to see
contents (with highlight on reels)



reels
Scroll-down feature to see contents 
Downward arrow: saved reels,
saved audio, saved effects
Camera-shape button to create
Actions: like, comment, share, use
template, remix, save, link, use as
template, QR code



shop
Scroll-down feature to see contents 
Add your wishlist 
Shopping activity
Search bar



personalprofile
Account name
Profile picture - Posts - Followers -
Following
Your name - Category
Bio - Professional dashboard 
Link - Edit Profile - Email
Highlights 
Feed: posts - reels - tagged in 



create

settings

personaldashboard



hashtags = keywords
A hashtag is a combination of letters,
numbers, and/or emoji preceded by
the # symbol (e.g., #NoFilter). They are
used to categorize content and make
it more discoverable. Hashtags are
clickable.

pay attention to copy limits
The caption limit is 2,200 characters
The bio limit is 150 characters

use a landing page as link in bio 
a tool that allows you to share multiple links

get interactions
The hierarchy of interactions is:

like, share, save, comments

algorithm
The algorithm of Instagram works per

correlation, and develops together
with the user experience (the more

users interact with your contents, the
more your contents will be visible)

keep always in mind
your audience



geolocalisation
if relevant, it is useful for the algorithm
to always geolocalise your
posts/reels/stories so that users have
an additional way to find you

branded hashtag
want to build something unique? Create your
branded hashtag and don't forget to always use
it when sharing your content.
Encourages followers to create user-generated
contents

formats
Think about which format you
want to use on the basis of the

message and the topic you
want to deliver. Posts are best

for pictures, Slide-posts to
deliver information, Reels to

share video-contents with
different topics, Stories to

share temporary contents like
news, teasing, spontaneous/on-

going contents 

posts copy
don't forget to use #, to write a description
and to add a Call to Action (CTA)



write a bio
150 characters to set the stage

short
catchy
informative

DISPLAY NAME

PAGE CATEGORY
PRONOUNS
EXTERNAL LINK
CONTACT INFORMATION

@ACCOUNT NAME 
NAME FIELD Tell your message and include

a CTA; use hashtags # and/or
a branded hashtag; tag @
other pages;

PROFILE PICTURE

seo friendly



external link
landing page to collect your multiple links

LINKTREE
LINKIN.BIO

include video links,
photo carousels, and
even Shopify
integrations

where you present
followers with a list of
clickable buttons

SHORBY micro landing page to
include all their links 

apperance, other social media, contact
informations, subscribe, show your
support



individua
l activity

create an Instagram 
profile and bio for an
organisation of your choice 



to start off
Open your Instagram App (mobile
or laptop) and "Create New" profile
Switch to Business Profile
(Settings - Account - Switch
account type)



be creative
Name
Profile picture
Account name
Bio (hashtags and keyword, CTA)
Website 

and present your work!



post caption

hashtags # and tags @

call to action (cta)



story
choose a picture/video 
write a text (choose font, colors, alignment,
underlining, effects add mentions @ and location)
and hashtags
add gifs, images, music
start a poll, a question, a quiz, a donation
add a link (ony 1,000 followers)



thanks forparticipating!
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TikTok is a social media app that allows users to
create, watch, and share 15-second (and longer)
videos shot on mobile devices. 

What is it

fun fact TikTok is so popular that nowadays people use TikTok
as a verb “We should TIKTOK that” 

music sound effects high level 
of engagement



Users can upload 15sec, 60sec,
3min and up to 10min videos
TikTok videos confine to a vertical
frame 
Lip-synch and dance videos are
still the most popular (for personal
users, while brands prefer other
contents)

Main functions Hashtags are a
powerful searching

tool
Each content is

mainly the video
itself, plus the

copy and # 
Stories are a

recent-added tool
Live stream allows

to connect with
your audience



the first time you land on the app it's a little bit of a lotto what
you're going to see, but the more you use it, the more you'll tap
into the algorithm (videos related to what you engaged with)

easy to shoot, edit, upload a
video in app, with an
enormous database of free
music to choose from and
effects that you can add

minimum effort, maximum
result



homepage
Scroll-down feature to see
contents
Search bar
Account (follow)
Likes - Comments - Save - Share
Sound used
Account name + copy 
Actions: comment, tag



create
Choose the length (15s, 60s, 3m)
Choose the effects, the speed,
filters, add beauty filter, set a
timer, put out a Q&A
Add sound



upload your video

apply effects

flip your camera
set the speedapply filters

apply the beauty filter
set a timer before shooting (3s, 10s)

use q&a to reply to a comment
(suggested or favorites)

add sound

trending,
entertainment,
sport, music,green
screen,
apperance,
accessories,
animlas...

portrait
landscape

food
vibe



inbox
Start a new chat
See your activities (who saw your
profile, who liked/shared/saved your
videos)
Messages
Find friends
Create a story



profile
Account name
Profile picture
Username
Following - Followers - Like
Edit profile - IG/YT
BIO (80 characters)
Email
Your videos - Private videos - Saved -
Liked 



edit profile
Change photo - Change video
Name - Username
Pronouns
Bio - Email - Nonprofit
Category
IG / YT 
(When 1,000 followers, link in bio)



settings
Manage account (phone number,
email, password, switch to business
account)
Privacy settings
Security and Login
Share profile



hashtags 
(primary/secundary keywords)
A hashtag is a combination of letters,
numbers, and/or emoji preceded by
the # symbol (e.g., #NoFilter). They are
used to categorize content and make
it more discoverable. Hashtags are
clickable.

pay attention to copy limits
The caption limit is 2,200 characters
The bio limit is 80 characters

use a landing page as link in bio 
a tool that allows you to share multiple links
(available only with 1,000 followers)

jump on trends
Trends are the viral contents

and change overtime; jump on
a trend is must-give-it-a-go try

algorithm
The algorithm of  TikTok is specific on

your given interests, viewing
preferences and even state of mind.
It determines which videos will appear

on your For You page

be entertaining



follow-up and fast
If you have a video that starts to gain
some traction, it’s essential that you
follow up – and fast! Repost, respond
and create additional videos
promptly. 

keep videos short and
snappy
Your videos should ideally be quite short – the
shorter and snappier the better! – in order to
maximise watch time and completion rates.

Use cross promotion
for extra engagement
A response video (like a duet), is really

valuable; more than a like or a comment.
So, make sure your content encourages a

response

use your tiktoks
as IG reels

Reels are incredibly similar
to TikTok videos, so you

won’t encounter the same
problems with

unoriginality on the
platform. 



types ofvideo
lip-synch
duet-videos
share a video as reply to a comment
react to a video
aehstetics
pets/animals
...and more



examples
lip-synch duet



reply to a comment aesthetics animals/pets



create your TikTok 
profile and a content that 
resonates with your
organisation

individua
l activity



to start off
Open/Download the TikTok App
(mobile or laptop) and "Create
New" profile
Switch to Business Profile
(Settings and Privacy - Manage
account - Switch)



be creative
Define your interests
Sign up
Choose your username and category
Profile picture
Bio (hashtags and keyword, CTA) + IG/YT
Create a content (either a story or video)

and present your work!



thanks forparticipating!
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TOOLS FOR A SOCIAL
MEDIA STRATEGY
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Social media is TIME-CONSUMING BUT...
It's important is to be organised and be able to track
your activity and performance, especially if you
have more than one accounts/profile on different
social media

there are plenty of free social media management and
scheduling tools you can use to make your job and your
life much easier



SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Meta Business Suite is a free tool that
centralizes Facebook, Instagram, and
messaging tools in one place (accessible from
Facebook)

Best way to manage Facebook and Instagram simultaneously in terms of:
scheduling (posts and stories), check notifications, Inbox, planner, ads, insights

It can be used from desktop or mobile (App)

It allows to post across platforms without switching account. 

To access MBS: GO TO YOUR FB PAGE, ON THE LEFT COLUMN, AT THE BOTTOM





SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Hootsuite is a social media management tool with
features to help with planning and scheduling
social posts. Key features include automatic
scheduling, social media monitoring, performance
reporting, basic task management and more.

You can manage Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Pinterest all from one place

You can monitor conversions on different networks from a single dashboard

To access hootsuite: www.hootsuite.com

Hootsuite also has a helpful Analytics feature for in-depth social media
performance reporting.

https://hootsuite.com/
https://backlinko.com/instagram-users




photos and videos databases

They are all free-download platforms that
provide hig-quality photos or videos on any
kind of topic

you can either choose to use original visuals or free-download visuals (photos,
videos, infographics, sounds etc) 

Shopify
Unplash
Pexels
Pixabay
Mmstock

Little Visuals
Gratisography
Stocksnap.io
Pickography
Bucketlisty



creatives and photo editing

Ability to create designs from scratch or use templates
Ability to add text and images to a design
A wide range of fonts and images to choose from
Ability to save and share your designs
A simple and intuitive interface that makes designing easy

Canva is an online graphic design tool that allows users to create
designs.

how to actually create your visuals? there are free graphic-editing platforms either to
download or use online

Create a team, Get Canva PRO as a non-profit, Work together on the same project 





creatives and photo editing

is a free and open-source graphics editor used for image
manipulation (retouching) and image editing, free-form drawing,
transcoding between different image file formats, and more
specialized tasks.

in case you need to edit an original content such as a photo, you can either use...

Gimp

Spark Adobe is an online and mobile design app that allows to
create three different kinds of content: social media
posts and graphics, and animated videos 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raster_graphics_editor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_manipulation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_editing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcoding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_file_formats
https://www.adobe.com/express/feature/image/photo-animation


links

a landing page
designed to host
socials, website, store,
videos, music, podcast,
events and more, all in
the same place. Used
as link in bio (Instagram
and TikTok)

Bitly is a URL
shortener service
that enables users

to truncate
webpage links and

customize their
links for a SEO-

friendly experience

linkin.bio
lnk.bio taplink

shorby
tap.bio

tinyURL
rebrandly
cuttly



thanks forparticipating!
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A SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY

is an outline of the content that
your organisation will post

sets out the responsibilities of
your social media team
and the social media channels
you will use

includes also the goals that you

want to reach on social media



tools to use (graphics, external apps,
platforms, media databases, etc

A SM STRATEGY DETERMINES...

HOW you CREATE

HOW you post and schedule project management tools
when you post editorial plan
which is your visual identity branding
how you engage with your audience engagement strategy
which are your goals and how you track your performance kpis

what you create content (format, topics, creative plans)



write an executive summary

Identify the problem or need for a social media strategy or proposed
campaign
Explain the anticipated result(s) 
Lay out the budget, time, and resources required to execute
Include any additional information worth noting

The executive summary is a synopsis of your social media marketing plan. It
should not exceed one page.

The summary should contain the following information:



set out your goals and track them
Set goals that are specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely (SMART)

examples of goals increase brand awareness
manage brand reputation
improve community engagement
boost conversions
generate leads
attract candidates for open positions

metrics reach, impressions, followers growth, shares, mentions @, link clicks,
email signups, testimonials



define your audience

Buyer personas remind you to put your audience’s wants and needs ahead of
your own and helps you create content to better target your ideal user.

Age
Location
Language
Spending power
Interests
Challenges
Stage of life

What problems are your potential users trying to solve?
What’s holding them back from success? What barriers
do they face in reaching their goals? 

How can you help?



individua
l activity

write down your executive summary andset out your goals to help your audience

PROBLEM
RESULT(S)

BUDGET/RESOURCES

TIMELINEWhat problems are we facing
as a business that social
media can help address?
(i.e., brand awareness,
customer service, reputation,
etc.

What could we potentially
achieve by implementing this
strategy?

What will be required in terms
of time and money to
implement this strategy?

When will we
implement it?



⅓ of content promotes your brand and converts audience
⅓ of content shares / curates ideas and stories from other accounts
⅓ is original content 

Determine your content mix and posting cadence.

You can start by using the social media content rule of thirds: 

craft your content strategy

define your contents ideas and formats: Facebook, Instagram, TikTok
posts, Reels, videos, stories, guides, articles, slide-posts and explain
why these contents are ideal to meet your goals

ideas picture of, video of, celebrations, testimonies, polls, q&a, info, sales,
subscriptions, original contents, show-off, behind-the-scene, trends,
participate a cultural moment...



individua
l activity

which contents will you be using?

write down your main contents and the reason why
they're suitable to meet your set goals



thanks forparticipating!
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COMPETITION ANALYSIS
Analyze the competition’s social media presence. This will
help inform your own social strategy. If you know what
your competitors are doing well—and not so well—you’ll
discover where you might have a competitive edge.

strengths
weaknesses

channels
you?

A competitive analysis is an analysis of your
competition to find out what their strengths and
weaknesses are, and how those strengths and
weaknesses compare to your own.



why is it important?

The best times to post on social media (since your audience is likely online
at a similar time)
An understanding of the potential customer pain points
New (and better) ideas for content that may resonate with your audience (or
that, conversely, does NOT resonate with your audience, and which you might
want to avoid)
An understanding of how to communicate with your audience on certain
platforms (i.e., casually or formally)
Ideas for ways to differentiate your brand

it gives you an idea of...



conduct a benchmarking

Identify who your competitors are on social media, Know which social
platforms they’re on, Know how they’re using those platforms

Benchmark your social results against the competition and Identify social
threats to your business

Find gaps in your own social media marketing strategy over time



first step
Determine who your competitors are

Choose the top five or 10 keywords that have the most
relevance to your business, and plug them into a social media of
choice. You’ll soon get a sense of who your top competition is
online.

You already know them? Look them up on social media and see
if there are related profiles that could be your competitors



second step
gather knowledge about your competitors

Now that you know who your competition is, you need to learn what they’re up to
on social media. Click through to the social networks of each of the brands
you’ve identified as top competitors and make note of the following:

What social media are they on?
How large is their funbase?
How often do they post?
What is their engagement rate? (high, low, medium)
What hashtags do they use most often?
How many hashtags do they use?
What do they post? Which format? For which purpose?
Which contents are more successful? Why?



third step
work on yourself

Now that you know every
aspect of your
competition, it is time to
work on yourself with a
SWOT analysis
(strengths, weakness,
opportunities, threats)



group ac
tivity and

 game

find your competitors and collectdata about them

identify your competitors with # and based on your personal
knowledge, and identify their strenghts and weaknesses
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brand?



Brand is an identity, it evolves as how people see and perceive you. 
Think about brand as people: you can recognise particular people by their clothes,
belongings or personality. Think about how different people make you feel and what you
think when you hear their name. 

BRAND part of having a brand is having a logo and placing it on different
things. 

brands can BE perceived differently through how they position
themselves and how their audience describes and recognises them

PERCEPTION, LOGO, visual IDENTITY, EXPERIENCE



BRANDING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

is about consistently using a logo design and
relatable imagery, colors and fonts that
describe your personality and purpose



define your purpose
WHY YOUR BRAND EXISTS?

WHAT IS THE IMPACT THAT YOU WANT TO HAVE IN THE WORLD



define your values
Values will guide your culture by saying "This is how we do things around
here", and they should be clear and actionable. 

why does your brand exists? which values guide it?

write your top 3 values



imagery
your style on social media



photography, illustrations, icons or a combination of them?

follow the same aesthetics with consistency

what kind of images represent your brand?

vibrancy
contrast

composition
filters

palette of
colours

set of 
fonts

mood
atmosphere



moodboard



logo design
a visual semplification of your brand identity



lettermark
wordmark

Your logo should tell the story of your brand in the simpliest way possible 
(a person needs on average 7 exposures to your logo to remember it)

PICTORIAL MARK

abstract logo mark

mascot

combination mark

emblem



group ac
tivity

create your visual identity on social media

use the moodboard to set out your imagery, and design your
logo on the basis of your imagery and your purpose



thanks forparticipating!
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EDITORIAL PLAN/CALENDAR
An editorial calendar is a
visual workflow that helps
to schedule your work on a
daily, weekly, or monthly
basis. 

track contents
publishing dates

scheduling
cross-platform



stay organised
The added value of having an editorial plan is the ability to track your work
on social media, without missing out, and being able to have an overview
to your SM to point out possible gaps

think about your reality and decide if you need a daily,
weekly or monthly editorial plan

It is necessary if you manage more than one SM or accounts
It is necessary if there's a team (more than 2 people) working on SM



How frequently are you publishing content?

Do you create more than one type of content?

how many people will use the editorial calendar?

What format will you use to organize this calendar?



choose your format
spreadsheet

content
calendar

project 
management

tool

pros
cons

Easy data
aggregation and

organization, Short
learning curve and
accessible, making

collaboration easy

Hard to visualise, Difficult
to get a clear breakdown at

a glance.

Most straightforward ways to
know what's going out and
when, Color coding, tags,

and assignments to
organize by channel, content

type, and more

There's more to project and content
management than publishing dates,
and a calendar may not always be

effective enough on its own.

Easily represent an editorial
workflow no matter what your

quality assurance process is or how
many hands touch a piece before

it's published, Designed for content
management and more

Can be overwhelming if
you only need a content

calendar. 





A social media calendar usually includes some combination of these
elements for each post:

    The date and time it will go live
    The social network and account where it will be published
    Copy and creative assets (i.e., photos or videos) required
    Links and tags to include



you may also want to add more specific information

Platform-specific format (feed post, Story, Reel, poll, live stream, ad, shoppable
post, etc.)
The associated vertical or campaign (product launch, contest, etc.)
Geo-targeting (global, North America, Europe, etc.)
Paid or organic? (If paid, then additional budget details might be helpful)
Has it been approved?
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A key performance indicator is a measurable value
that demonstrates how effectively your organisation is
achieving its key goals. 

KPIs

A good kpi is realistic, straightforward, and easy to measure. 



General insights about
your Business Profile
are accessible from your
Professional
Dashboard

accounts reached
accounts engaged

total followers

Last 7, 14, 30 days
Previous month

Last 90 days



accounts reached
accounts engaged

cities
countries

age rangegender

followers and non

top post, reels,
video, and stories



impressions
profile visits
website taps
email button taps

when your
audience is
mostly online



number of followers

growth

top locations

age range

gender distribution

most active times



Settings > Business Suite > Analytics

Last 7, 28, 60 days
Custom

engagement
video views

profile views 
likes

comments
shares

followers growth



content

video posts

trending
videos

the top 9 videos
with the fastest
growth in view
numbers over the
past 7 days

followers
total followers
new followers
growth rate
gender 
top territories
follower activity

live
tot viewers count
replays
violations
watch time
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tone of voice
In branding work, people often think about how a brand looks visually, from fonts
to colors to design styles. What is sometimes overlooked is brand voice.

Brand voice is the distinct personality a brand takes on in its communications.

why is it important?
You can't only stand out on the basis of your visual content, logo or
product features alone. Your written content needs that same
attention and consistency you give to the other elements of your
brand presence.



developing your tone of voice
Use the below tips to get started on figuring out what your brand voice is.

define your personality traits, common vocabulary, brand phrases and give examples

identify your tone of voice

think about how your audience communicate and stay in line with that

don't forget that to different audience pertain a different tone of voice





engagement
Social media engagement is the measurement of comments, likes, shares and save.
Of course you want to rack up your followers, but ultimately, the greatest measure of
social media success is an engaged audience, not just a big one.

it’s quality, not just quantity, that you should be striving for

why is it important?
positive brand experience = develop meaningful relationships
with new and potential future followers.



The highest engaging contents
are commonly short videos
images still play a big role,
especially on instagram and
facebook



engage your audience!
Once you know who is following you and why you want to reach
them, it's time to think about what you want to tell them and how
you want to interact with them

poll
q&a ask questions

let them ask you questions
quiz

contest
share 

information

crosspromotion

q&a

ask questions
share 

information

share knowledge

use trends

show-off



instagram story

info slide-post
what-we-do post



using a trend to
show-off a
youth exchange

informative
video about esc

documenting
a youth
exchange



communication and follow-up
once you have put out there your high-engaging contents, it is important not to
leave them fogotten
practice both reactive engagement and proactive engagement.

When you’re reactive, you’re answering direct messages,
incoming mentions or comments.

When you’re proactive, you’re the one sparking conversation
with people who may be talking about you, but haven’t
necessarily sent messages to you directly.



CHECK YOUR INBOX DAILY

REPLY TO COMMENTS AND
MESSAGES AS FAST AS POSSIBILE

COMMENT, SHARE, AND LIKE OTHER
PROFILES ACTIVITIES

JUMP INTO A CONVERSATION THAT
IS ALREADY HAPPENING



group ac
tivity

Focus Groups 

discuss in 2 groups how to: engage your audience on social media
and how to engage young people into your organisation



thanks forparticipating!
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associazione di promozione sociale joint - ITALY | https://associazionejoint.org/

OPEN SPACE FOUNDATION - BULGARIA | http://www.openspacebg.com

ASOCIATIA HAIR REDIVIVUS BUZAU - ROMANIA

SFERA INTERNATIONAL - The Republic of North Macedonia | http://www.sferamacedonia.org/

MITTETULUNDUSUHUNG PROGRESS CENTER - estonia | http://progresscenter.eu/

FUNDACJA ARTYSTYCZNA PERFORM - poland | http://www.perform.org.pl/

YOUTHFULLY YOURS SK - slovakia | http://youthfullyyours.sk/

Ye Too Ponese - spain | http://www.yetooponese.net/

infinity greece - greece | http://www.infinitygreece.com/

PeaceWorks Sweden - sweden | http://www.peaceworks.se/

contacts


